
Body details:
Fit the short ladder (13) to the locating ribs on the edge of the floor 
& to the pin on the solebar. The lower body ladder (14) & upper 
ladder (15) should be trimmed to fit in between the horizontal 
bracing (but see paragraph below). After the solvent has set they 
can be bent gently (at your own risk!) if desired, to look like the real 
ones! The extra lifting lugs (16) fit at the bottom corners - see 
sketch. (Xll) These seem to be on all of the later wagons (our Type 
Two) but few of the first batch had them (known examples were 
RLS 5085,  5097, 5098). Hornby type couplings can be fitted using 
adaptor blocks (F) fixed to the floor behind the headstocks.
If a later body with sloping plates is wanted, these can be added 
using plasticard strip. Use the table to determine what is on the 
wagon number you are modelling. Cut to length and fit between the 
uprights - see sketch for treatment of ladder area. It is suggested 
that if the continuous piece behind the ladder is to be modelled, the 
two locating ribs for tile ladder should be cut off and the plate fitted 
before the ladder. The bottom of tile upper ladder (15) can then be 
cut carefully & stuck to the plate (not quite the same as the full size 
version, but a lot easier than cutting slots in the plate for the ladder 
uprights!) (X111)
Numbering:
'Rebuilt' (Type One) Nos. RLS 5000 - 99 /   Nos. (BR) 470000- 99
These wagons are known to have had spoked handwheels 5031, 
5085; and these solid: 5010, 5013, 5026, 5034, 5040, 5046, 5056, 
5072, 5073, 5082, 5087, 5097, 5098.

'New' (Type Two) Nos. RLS 5921 - 80 /
Nos. (BR) 470121 - 180
These wagons had Floating axle (part D): 5922, 5931, 5939, 5941, 
5947, 5949, 5951; and these Mk IV (part G): 5921, 5926, 5932, 5946, 
5956, 6957, 5958, 5959, 5962, 5965, 5971, 5976, 5979.

Painting & Lettering:
When built the wagons were all blue except for the ends, top of 
sides, extra lifting lugs & wheel bearing covers which were "Railease 
Yellow" (BS4800). The bottom ladder (13), brakewheel/handle end 
(L/K/II) & lamp bracket were white. The later wagons had black 
buffer heads. The diagram  shows position of lettering (XIV). On 
26/1/92 the wagons had little to show of their once garish livery, 
being rusty & dirty with cleaner patches where the lettering had 
been wiped over. Except for a few (e.g. 470098/139/141/179), the 
ownership p1ates on the solebars were removed, revealing bright 
blue paint. The S R was painted out with dark blue or black paint. It 
is suggested that two small patches of black paint are put where the 
TOPS code & number will go, apply the transfer and paint out part 
of the border round the code & no. The inside can be painted black/ 
track colour / or rust. Unless black is used, it is suggested that on an 
empty wagon, the step “holes” on parts (4) are painted black before 
the main inside colour. Leave the “holes” black and they will look 
more effective. The wagons can be loaded by glueing iron/steel 
filings to a suitable piece of plastic or card fitted in the wagon. 
Larger chunks could be chopped up whitemetal castings or old 
wagons etc., or even the spare parts of this kit(!), painted rust 
colour.
Reference to the sources in the Bibliography section will show that 
trains can contain a couple of wagons plus brake van, a few POAs in 
a mixed Speedlink train, or 10/12 wagons as you wish. See  “Further 
Information” section for some past traffic flows. 

Body Side/end Plates:
These wagons had no extra plates on the ends: 5013, 5071, 5941, 
5958. Solid plate behind ladder: 5031, 5051, 5068, 5082, 5090, 5965. 
Two pieces elther side of ladder: 5010, 5056, 5087, 5921 (middle 
removed c.1986). These had no plate behind the ladder: 5013, 5040, 
5046, 5068, 5071, 5072, 5073, 5085, 5090, 5097, 5098, 5939, 5941, 
5947, 5958, 5979. rev. 26/10/06
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